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This article examines the founding of the Russian penny newspaper Gazeta-Kopeika and the influence of its first publisher, Vladimir Anzimirov. First published
in June 1908, Kopeika was the Russian Empire’s first newspaper to target the poor
and working class as its primary audience and reached hundreds of thousands of
Russians every day. Analyzing the content of Kopeika’s first month of publication,
this article argues that it served as a mouthpiece for Anzimirov’s particular political
views. It further contends that Anzimirov did not fit into defined trends of Russian
political thought. Instead, he advocated a form of “popular liberalism” that combined a belief in liberal values and Russian backwardness with older populist ideas
about the centrality of agriculture and the peasantry to Russian development. Bypassing traditional political parties and media, Anzimirov took his political ideas
directly to the people via Kopeika, giving his views a wide popular audience and
highlighting the blurred categorizations of political belief and ideology in the late
Russian Empire.

I

that included the traditional “working
class” of industrial labourers, but also
those who might be called the working
poor in industries such as day labour,
petty trade, and domestic service, as well
as the much larger peasantry. Drawn
from multiple social estates, working
in multiple professions, with multiple
identities, associations, and cultures, it
is nearly impossible to categorize these
Russians into one neat group, hence
the ambiguous term “lower classes.”
At times, these Russians distinguished
themselves by who they were not, rather
than who they were: they were included
in neither the wealthy and privileged
elite nor the small Russian “middle
class” of professionals and merchants
who were the typical audience for
Russian newspapers before Kopeika.
Russia’s lower classes did share a paucity
of disposable income, however, making
them an ideal readership for Kopeika,
which offered a chance to read the news
for a single kopeck each day.2
This article builds on the work
of several scholars who have studied
Kopeika and the wider world of
Russian newspapers. The classic study
of Imperial Russia’s mass circulation
press is Louise McReynolds’ The News
under Russia’s Old Regime.3 McReynolds
describes Kopeika as essentially similar
to existing middle class newspapers, St.
Petersburg’s so-called “boulevard” press.
She highlights the role of the paper’s
editor, Mikhail Gorodetskii, rather than
Anzimirov, in part because Anzimirov
left St. Petersburg after less than a year
to found and run the Moscow version
of Kopeika. To McReynolds, Kopeika
sought to integrate and assimilate
workers, especially peasant migrants to
the city, into urban bourgeois society
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n the wake of Russia’s 1905
revolution, the press found a new
audience in Russia’s lower classes.
The newspaper Gazeta-Kopeika (Kopeck
Gazette, hereafter Kopeika), first
published in St. Petersburg on June
19, 1908,1 rapidly established itself as
the most popular newspaper in the
Russian Empire because it was the
first to make Russia’s impoverished
lower classes its primary audience.
Expressing a liberal stance on most
issues, Kopeika championed workers’
rights and democratic institutions. But
its first publisher, Vladimir Anzimirov,
used Kopeika as an outlet for his
own vision of Russian modernity, an
agrarian rather than urban plan that
combined elements of liberalism and
development along western lines with
older Russian populist ideas about
the centrality of agriculture and the
peasantry. Anzimirov did not neatly fit
into any defined Russian political party
or category, and instead existed in the
marginal space between established
programs. Yet his ideology—which I
term “popular liberalism,” to reflect
both its ideological progenitors and the
popularity of the papers with which he
spread it—reached a potential audience
of hundreds of thousands every
day. Anzimirov wielded considerable
influence by communicating his ideal
vision of modernity directly to Russia’s
lower classes. His writing reminds us
that formal political organizations were
not the only forces in society advancing
policies or shaping public opinion, and
that private individuals could be more
influential than grandiose political
figures.
I use the term “lower classes” to
refer to a nebulous group of Russians
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general, and Russian newspapers
in particular, have been accepted as
playing a role in shaping public opinion
through editorial choices, in dialogue
with readers’ pre-existing biases and
the newspaper’s need to appeal to its
readers in order to achieve commercial
success.11 However, commercial success
meant greater influence in society.
When successful newspapers linked
sensational and commercially appealing
journalism to social and political issues,
they could exert a “subversive” influence
far greater than the radical press.12 This
was the situation in which Kopeika
found itself during Anzimirov’s time as
publisher. Its dramatic commercial success
may have been due to sensational daily
journalism and popular fiction rather
than Anzimirov’s political writing, but
either way, its wide readership meant a
wide potential audience for Anzimirov.

His writing
reminds us that
formal political
organizations
were not the only
forces in society
advancing
policies or
shaping public
opinion

If some readers flipped through his
articles, surely others read every word
and perhaps even adopted his popular
liberal ideas.
Gazeta-Kopeika in 1908 St. Petersburg

K

opeika occupied a rapidly
changing city when it began
publication in June 1908. A massive
wave of migration brought over
one million new residents to the
city in two decades, predominantly
from peasant villages in the Russian
countryside.13 New migrants entered
the St. Petersburg industrial labour
market but more commonly found jobs
in other low-skill occupations like petty
commerce, domestic service, day labour,
transportation, and construction.14 The
wages these industries offered were
well below the urban cost of living,
and most workers had trouble making
ends meet.15 In popular culture,
peasant migrants were often pilloried
as backward, and they were pressured
to abandon village culture in favour of
urban norms. Popular culture reflected
the stresses placed on migrants who were
pulled between different classes, locales,
and identities. Conversely, some peasants
feared the city as a corrupting influence
on traditional peasant morality.16 Most
importantly for this study, literacy was
rapidly increasing. St. Petersburg’s
inhabitants were mostly literate by the
time of the 1897 Russian census, with
men and youths particularly likely to
be literate. Literacy, though, was fairly
limited: most had only completed one
or two years of school and were unable
to write, though they could read well
enough to follow the basic print culture
that targeted the lower classes.17

In such circumstances, Kopeika
offered St. Petersburg’s cash-strapped
lower classes the opportunity to read the
news while saving a few kopecks. Where
conditions previously had not allowed
for a lower-class newspaper, Kopeika
took advantage of the relaxation of
censorship since the 1905 revolution and
the advancement of printing technology,
in addition to the emergence of a lowerclass readership.18 Kopeika was founded
in this new environment by Mikhail
Gorodetskii, credited as editor and
publisher, and Vladimir Anzimirov,
credited only as publisher. Gorodetskii
was a liberal Jew from Donetsk province
who had worked his way up through the
news business from selling newspapers
to running them, and whose journalism
had previously focused on the poor
workers of southwestern Russia.19 Most
scholarship on Kopeika’s staff centres on
Gorodetskii, who remained in place as
editor and publisher until 1918, when
he died and the Bolsheviks shut down
the paper. But Gorodetskii rarely wrote
for the paper. In later years, Kopeika’s
tone would be set primarily by two
leading journalists and feuilletonists,
Olga Gridina and O. Ia. Blotermants.20
In its first months, however, Kopeika’s
tone was dictated by Anzimirov, who
penned numerous articles under his
own name and multiple pseudonyms,
and whose articles set the broader tone
for the paper’s reporting.21
Anzimirov was born in 1859 in
Barnaul, Western Siberia, to a noble
family. His mother’s uncle was Count
Fedor Litke, an admiral and at one time
the president of the Russian Academy of
Sciences. In his youth, Anzimirov was a
radical. During four years (1877–1880)
at the Moscow Petrovskaia Academy
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and the middle class liberal vision
of Russia.4 Another renowned study,
Jeffrey Brooks’ When Russia Learned
to Read, examines Kopeika and the
kopeck papers it inspired as a site of
cultural production for lower class
print culture in the form of serialized
fiction.5 Recent works of urban history
have used Kopeika to explore daily
life in St. Petersburg, particularly
focusing on its regular columns on
crime, accidents, suicides, and other
events in the city. These works analyze
how the press constructed urban
modernity by populating the urban
landscape with people, landmarks, and
incidents.6 Offering a more partisan
view, the Soviet historian of journalism
B. I. Esin dismissed Kopeika and other
penny press newspapers as creations
of bourgeois “hucksters” that were
derivative of earlier boulevard papers.7
Some studies of Russia’s penny press
have even left out Kopeika, focusing on
the earlier boulevard papers rather than
the first publication actually available
for a single kopeck.8 Finally, other works
on the press mention Kopeika briefly or
not at all, but speak more broadly to the
press’s role in creating Russia’s public
sphere.9
Building on these works, I examine
Kopeika as a source of political activism
that sought to influence its readers toward
a specific view of Russia and a specific
program of agrarian development as
described by Anzimirov’s articles, as well
as the paper’s broader content. Despite
wide circulation, Kopeika’s activism was
not necessarily successful in influencing
the newspaper’s readers. Just because a
popular newspaper commented on an
issue does not mean its readers adopted
the newspaper’s view.10 Newspapers in
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name. He also directed two publishing
houses, “The People’s Benefit” after 1895
and “The People’s Publishing House”
after 1909. But Kopeika was where
Anzimirov was most influential.23
Gorodetskii
and
Anzimirov’s
newspaper was an instant success.
Circulation rose from its initial 11,000
copies to 150,000 in 1909 and peaked
at 250,000 in 1910, a level that held for
several years. In addition, street sales
climbed from two million copies sold in
1908 to 10 million in 1909 and reached
a peak of 17 million in 1911. Kopeika
rapidly became the most popular
newspaper in St. Petersburg and even
in the whole empire, with the highest
circulation and some of the highest
street sales of all Russian newspapers.
Actual readership was even higher
since copies were often shared among
multiple readers.24 Indeed, Kopeika was
so successful that it was able to outfit its
own modern press capable of printing
112,000 issues per hour.25 In terms of
readership, evidence points to Kopeika
reaching a previously untapped market.
Sales of established boulevard papers
like Peterburgskii Listok (Petersburg
List) were unaffected by Kopeika’s
growth, implying that Kopeika’s readers
were not drawn from the middle-class
audience of the existing boulevard
press.26 Finally, Kopeika was also
influential within the newspaper world,
as dozens of other kopeck dailies sprang
up across the empire.27
Compared to other newspapers,
Kopeika’s unprecedented characteristics
were its low price, its intended
readership, and its success. Previous
papers, such as Moskovskii Listok
(Moscow List), had included lowerclass readers in their audience, but were

not primarily targeted at them and
never reached the heights of Kopeika’s
circulation.28 Large national newspapers
had for decades offered the same kind of
content as Kopeika: political editorials,
brief news stories from across Russia
and the world, crime and justice
columns, and so on.29 In many ways,
Kopeika followed in the footsteps of
middle-class boulevard newspapers like
Petersburgskii Listok, which synthesized
cultural, political, and social news in a
single publication primarily focused on
daily events in St. Petersburg.30 Kopeika,
though, provided broader coverage: in its
first months, compared to Peterburgskii
Listok, Kopeika offered less local and
more international news.31 Finally, the
Russian press also included an official
outlet of the liberal Constitutional
Democratic Party (the Kadets), Rech’
(Speech), which was edited by the
Kadets’ leader, Paul Miliukov. But Rech’
was unsuccessful as a mass paper: it had
a small circulation, failed in attempts
to reach the lower classes, and relied
on subsidies from wealthy benefactors
because it never turned a profit.32
One area where Kopeika distinguished
itself was its relative lack of advertising,
which may point to financial support
from Anzimirov. In its early years,
Kopeika carried proportionally less
advertising than other mass circulation
papers.33 What advertisements it did
carry tended to be less conspicuous:
papers like Peterburgskii Listok,
Peterburgskaia Gazeta (Petersburg
Gazette), Novoe Vremia (New Times),
and Russkoe Slovo typically filled their
front pages with advertisements that
could cover half the page or even leave
just a small corner for newspaper content.
On the other hand, Kopeika carried

very few front-page advertisements. In
its first weeks it carried none, typically
only including a few advertisements
on the back page. Even by the end of
1908, issues typically had only one or
two front-page advertisements and
held the rest to the back of the paper. In
this respect Kopeika was similar to the
unprofitable Rech’ rather than the other
mass circulation papers, indicating
that Kopeika may have also relied on
subsidies at the beginning of its life,
before its circulation reached its height.34
If Kopeika did receive subsidies at the
start, they likely came from Anzimirov
himself given his involvement in setting
up other newspapers and publishing
houses, his own personal wealth
compared to Gorodetskii’s background
of poverty, and the degree to which
early issues of Kopeika were filled with
his articles and centred on his favourite
themes.
Vladimir Anzimirov’s Popular
Liberalism in Gazeta-Kopeika

T

he dominant strain of Russian
liberalism grew out of the zemstvo
and by 1908 was concentrated in the
Kadets. Ideologically closer to the
period’s interventionist liberals than
classical liberalism, the Kadet program
advocated traditional liberal values like
the rule of law, personal liberty, judicial
independence, and legal equality, but
also included more specifically Russian
and broad-based policies like free
movement, decentralization of political
authority, the right to unionize and
strike, and progressive tax reform.35
Miliukov claimed with pride that the
Kadets were the most left-wing major
political party in Europe, and the Kadets
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of Agriculture and Forestry he helped
organize populist groups, including
a circle at his school representing
Narodnaia Volia (The People’s Will),
a revolutionary populist organization
responsible for the assassination of
Tsar Alexander II in 1881. Anzimirov
even spent a month in prison in
1879, suspected of murdering a secret
policeman, before joining the more
peaceful populist group Chernyi Peredel
(Black Repartition) at the end of 1879.
He was expelled from school in 1880 and
retreated to an estate in Ryazan province,
but was kept under state surveillance
for 15 years. Turning to legal activism,
Anzimirov became deeply involved in
efforts to promote Russia’s social and
economic development, particularly in
agricultural productivity—for example,
he was one of the first people in Russia
to mass produce phosphate fertilizer.
He published numerous articles on
the subject in the journal Khoziain
(Landlord), as well as monographs
with titles such as On Fertilizer, and
articles in publications, such as Russkoe
Bogatstve (Russian Wealth), Russkoe
Slovo (Russian Word), and Birzhevyia
Vedomosti (Stock Exchange News).
He was also involved in zemstvo22
institutions in the Ryazan, Klinsky, and
Moscow districts, serving on zemstvo
boards, as the secretary of agricultural
societies, and as a local magistrate.
Anzimirov’s involvement in the press
extended beyond Kopeika—he set up
several other publications between 1908
and 1912: Derevenskaia Gazeta (Village
Gazette), Put’ (The Way), Kinematograf
(Cinematography), and Detskii Mir
(Children’s World), sometimes with
surrogates listed as editor and publisher
and sometimes under Anzimirov’s own
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his real name—primarily in his lengthy
serialized editorial “How to Get
Rich?”—accounted for 29 per cent of all
articles, in the first month of publication.
His influence over Kopeika’s editorial
stance was even greater. Editorials in
Kopeika occupied a prime location at
the front of the paper: first page, first
column. Like other Russian newspapers
of the time, Kopeika led most issues
with an untitled and unsigned
editorial followed by one or two
additional editorials, sometimes signed
and sometimes unsigned. Anzimirov
wrote 67 per cent of all Kopeika’s
signed editorials in the first month of
publication, under his own name or
the pseudonym Mirskoi. Including all
editorials, signed and unattributed,
Anzimirov personally wrote 30 per cent
of the 54 editorials Kopeika published
in its first month. Considering how
much he wrote for the paper, it is also
highly likely that Anzimirov wrote,
co-wrote, or influenced the writing of
many of Kopeika’s unsigned editorials.
In short, in numerical terms, Anzimirov
was the most prolific of Kopeika’s staff
and wielded a considerable degree
of influence over its editorial page
and editorial policy. His prolificacy,
editorial influence, and willingness
to openly attach his name to the ideas
presented in the paper also reveal how
closely Anzimirov and Kopeika were
linked. Even when Anzimirov did
not personally write or sign Kopeika’s
articles, I argue that they still reflected
his ideas and his influence.42
The content of Kopeika’s articles,
both by Anzimirov and others, clearly
demonstrates how the paper followed
Anzimirov’s lead editorially and served
as an outlet for his popular liberalism.

Anzimirov’s signed writing appeared
as early as the second article of the first
issue. Following Kopeika’s opening
editorial proclaiming its “peaceful,
creative work,” Anzimirov (writing as
Mirskoi) penned an editorial about rural
education, remarking that “ignorance”
was “the most tender spot of our life”
and “the most necessary person in the
village is, of course, the teacher.”43 Later
in the same issue, under the pseudonym
Bat’ko, Anzimirov included a fable with
the moral to be open to new ideas and “let
everyone live as they like.”44 Anzimirov’s
interest in fiction, often with heavyhanded morals and metaphors that
suggested his interest in proselytizing
directly to an unsophisticated audience,
would continue: from the first issue

reason.”46 Appeals to reason, personal
freedom, education, and constructive
work were emblematic of Anzimirov’s
popular liberal politics, and also of
Russian liberalism more broadly.
As Mirskoi, Anzimirov published
multiple editorials calling for broader
education, frequently crediting the
West’s success to mass education. He
attributed the importance of an eighthour workday to workers’ pursuit of
education in their increased leisure
time, while also emphasizing education’s
role in increasing worker productivity
so that the eight-hour day could be
realized.47 He clearly had a high opinion
of Kopeika’s potential, at one point
declaring “let a monument of education
be created, for one kopeck each, with the

When successful newspapers linked
sensational and commercially appealing
journalism to social and political issues,
they could exert a “subversive” influence
far greater than the radical press
on, notices regularly proclaimed that
Kopeika would, in the future, publish
Anzimirov’s serialized novel The Dregs.45
As Bat’ko, Anzimirov published another
fable a week after his first, a piece that
showed Anzimirov’s shortcomings as
a writer but contained two messages:
warmth, light, and growth can overcome
darkness and destruction; and “One
need not be intrusive, even for the best
of intentions! Otherwise you will sooner
or later become hated and you will
kill the best idea with excess zeal, not

hands of the people! Before the eyes of
all mankind it will show that our people
[...] are not worse than the peoples that
gave the world Goethe, Shakespeare,
Lessing, and Washington!”48 Education
was even the answer to famine, as
Anzimirov noted that “The educated
countries have not known hunger for a
long time,” and the solution to Russia’s
frequent famines was therefore “broad
education of the masses.”49 Although
calls for wider education, a common
liberal refrain, were primarily found in
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wanted to build a mass party that would
include workers.36 But, despite their best
efforts, the Kadets remained primarily
an urban bourgeois party populated by
professionals, academics, and whitecollar workers.37 Anzimirov closely
resembled the older zemstvo liberals
whose ideas about mass education, the
rule of law, representative government,
reformism, and professional service to
the Russian people had evolved into
the Kadet platform.38 But his agrarian
proposals also seem derived from
Russian populism, a defunct ideology
emphasizing the centrality of Russia’s
vast peasantry and countryside to
revolutionary progress.39 Anzimirov’s
unique proposal was a Russian
homestead system of peasant settlers
onto land reclaimed by the state, and
the resulting centrality of the peasantry
to his popular liberalism set him
apart from his contemporaries. When
Anzimirov’s writing reached hundreds
of thousands of readers, he promoted
an ideology that was not represented by
Russia’s established political parties and
movements.
Anzimirov was a remarkably
prolific writer. In the first month of
Kopeika’s publication, he authored more
articles than anyone else. Under his own
name and the pseudonyms Bat’ko and
Mirskoi, Anzimirov signed off on 20
articles, editorials, and even fairy tales.40
The next most productive writer, N. I.
Vasil’ev, signed 14 articles under his own
name and pseudonyms, followed by the
sport columnist Kitych with 11 articles
and the pseudonym Svoi who authored
nine, neither of whose identities could
be verified.41 Pseudonyms were so
common in Kopeika that Anzimirov
alone, in just 12 articles signed with
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was not passing legislation, but rather
“strengthening national representation
in Russia,” a goal it achieved simply
by continuing to exist.53 Furthermore,
Kopeika depicted the Duma as the place
where “the pulse of national life” beat,
and when it was not in session “life
comes to a standstill.” If some of its
deputies did not deserve their positions,
Kopeika implored its readers not to
let their bad behaviour “undermine
the people’s inclination towards the
very idea of popular representation.”54
Indeed, Kopeika thought it selfevident “that without the people’s
representatives, without the Duma,
it is impossible to cure the chronic
diseases of our homeland.”55 Editorials
even claimed that Russia’s Duma was
the envy of countries outside Europe.56
In addition, Kopeika combined its calls
for liberal reform and democracy with
critiques of Russian backwardness.
Anzimirov himself implored two
Duma deputies planning a duel to
resolve their dispute with “the noble,
peaceful weapon of words” rather than
violence, and alcoholism was a frequent
subject of criticism that was depicted
as actively harming Russia’s youth.57
More frequently, though, Kopeika’s
critiques of Russian backwardness were
simply lines within articles stating that
in Europe or North America they had
a solution to whatever problem Russia
faced, or that such a problem no longer
happened in the West at all.58
In many respects, then, Kopeika was
a traditionally liberal Russian paper.59
It followed a tradition of liberalism in
Russian newspapers that advanced the
expansion of political and civil rights,
criticism of older, arbitrary forms of
rule, advocacy of the rule of law and

private property, and a sense of duty to
the public in a mass sense, rather than
to narrow political goals.60 Kopeika,
in turn, at times backed the Kadets
and Miliukov. Both Miliukov and
Kopeika vehemently attacked the same
right-wing groups;61 Kopeika’s coverage
(including an article by Anzimirov) of
a legal battle between Miliukov as editor
of Rech’ and the Russian newspaper Rus’
strongly favoured Miliukov;62 Kopeika
also gave Miliukov a glowing review for
a speech to the All-Russian Congress
of Journalists in which he praised
the press’s role in Russia’s ongoing
democratization.63
However, it is too simplistic to say
Kopeika was entirely a liberal paper in the
vein of the Kadets. Indeed, Anzimirov
differed from them in significant ways
and his importance to the newspaper in
its first months meant that during that
time Kopeika acted more as an outlet
for his own popular liberalism. In his
serialized editorial, “How to Get Rich?,”
Anzimirov delineated a view of agrarian
modernity for Russia that differed
sharply from the Kadet vision for the
future of the Russian countryside. In
these articles, billed as “Simple talk
about serious things,” Anzimirov laid
out the basis of his agrarian program.
His primary argument was for Russia
to unlock the potential of its vast
geography in order to reach the levels
of productivity and wealth in Europe
and North America by expanding onto
the unused “wasteland, swamp, taiga,
tundra, and steppe” that occupied
94 per cent of the Russian Empire.
Since Russia was “predominantly
agricultural,” the solution to Russia’s
problems would also be agricultural.64
Some of his proposals were common

Kopeika rapidly
became the most
popular newspaper
in St. Petersburg
and even in the
whole empire
sense modernization strategies like
the introduction of modern fertilizers,
seeds, and agricultural techniques, but
others included a call for the state “to
conduct economic policy in the interests
of the main occupation of the people,
agriculture” rather than urban trade or
industry.65 It was this prioritization of the
countryside that set him furthest apart
from mainstream Russian liberalism as
represented by the Kadets, who tended
to express vague and indecisive views
on agrarian issues so as not to alienate
any part of their big tent party. When
the Kadets did articulate a position, it
was for a land bank to provide state,
crown, church, and some expropriated
land to poor peasants, a contradictory
compromise between Kadets who
favoured widespread expropriation and
those who wanted strong respect for
private property rights.66 The confused
nature of Kadet agrarian policy likely
further entrenched the popular view
of them as an urban bourgeois party
whose reformism protected entrenched
interests.67
It would be hard for any reader to
describe Anzimirov’s agrarian proposals
as confused or vague. They laid out in
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Anzimirov’s articles—indeed, they were
frequent enough that at one point he
exasperatedly asked “do I have to repeat
the alphabet?” before advocating an
expanded education system50—anxiety
over Russia’s backwardness compared
to the “western” countries of Europe
and North America was not unique to
his writing. Rather, this theme recurred
throughout Kopeika’s coverage of
numerous issues, which typically argued
for liberal reforms to align Russia more
closely with the West.
Criticism of the government and
calls for reform were hardly new to
newspapers in either Russia or the
West.51 Kopeika was no different.
At various times, editorials called
for progress toward an independent
judiciary, equal rights for women,
state support for single mothers, safety
regulations for dangerous industries
such as construction and mining, action
against corruption, and support for
unemployed workers.52 Most frequently,
though, Kopeika touted the benefits of
Russia’s State Duma, the new parliament
set up due to the 1905 revolution, which
was dramatically and undemocratically
restructured to benefit the nobility and
other conservative groups in 1907.
Kopeika’s writers acknowledged the
new Duma’s drawbacks, but attempted
to soothe budding discontent at its
takeover by insisting the Duma’s
symbolic value was greater than its
instrumental one. “Is it possible to sum
up the work of the Third Duma in its
first session?” a Kopeika editorial asked,
before concluding, “No, this time has
not yet come. [...] The results of all this
work will only manifest themselves at
a later date.” This editorial went on to
claim that the Duma’s primary purpose
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specific detail all the ways Anzimirov
thought Russian peasants, if equipped
with the correct tools, could improve
agricultural productivity. He firmly
believed Russia had the capacity
to achieve such goals, writing that
“To increase our crop yield (‘sam’68)
is entirely in our hands,” both in
individual agricultural activities and
in the state’s capacity to assist the
peasantry.69 Anzimirov’s own experience
in agronomy shone through as he
listed the various ways to improve crop
yields. Based on his understanding of
agriculture in the West, he described in
precise detail the need for agricultural
mechanization; the uses of different
kinds of fertilizers; and the most
efficient sizes and shapes for new
individual plots of farmland, rejecting
both traditional Russian strip holdings
and new plots of land, known as otruby,
created by the ongoing agrarian reforms
of Prime Minister Petr Stolypin.70
Moreover, Anzimirov described the
crucial role of the state in western

countries, conducting “a thorough
land survey” during the construction
of new railroads and even giving away
land “on favourable terms, sometimes
for free (based on future taxes or goods
from the farmers who settled there).”
Such a policy yielded further benefits:
entrepreneurs and settlers following
the railroad “erected factories, farms,
mines, schools, hospitals, etc., earning
huge fortunes from turning [acres]
of wasteland, which cost pennies or
rubles, into land that quickly amounts
to hundreds and even thousands of
rubles.”71
Anzimirov wanted a similarly
involved role for the Russian state, the
only force capable of enacting his desired
changes. Reclamation of unproductive
land was “beyond the power of the
emaciated peasant, who has neither the
knowledge nor the capital to do so, but is
even beyond wealthier entrepreneurs.”
Instead, the process of mass land
reclamation and the construction of
communications infrastructure to new
land was “a state matter,” an investment
that would be recovered through
nonspecific remuneration after the land
was given away to peasants. Such an
effort would solve Russia’s land problem
by allowing millions of peasants to
productively relocate from crowded and
inefficient agricultural land in the most
populated parts of Russia.72 Anzimirov
criticized recent government policies
as too short-term. He claimed Russia
needed lengthy work over several
generations, again following his
vision of western development.73 Most
importantly, he argued, “It is necessary
to abandon the idea of creating industry
at agriculture’s expense.” Rather than
promote urban industrial development,

Anzimirov wanted a return to the land
with economic policy that favoured
agriculture and uplifted the peasantry.
“A dense network of schools” in rural
areas would create “a new Russian
generation” that, from the “land-nurse,”
could “gain new strength, harden their
health, and strengthen their souls.” By
such means, “future Russian leaders”
and “real workers” would emerge from
the peasantry and create “private and
social welfare, like in America.”74 But, to
achieve this success required extensive
state support for homestead settlers on
new land.
At the time, there was an ongoing
resettlement program relocating Russian
peasants to the east, but its budget was
stretched very thin.75 To Anzimirov,
such a program only attracted the
weakest peasants and was thus doomed
to failure. To attract strong settlers,
who could remain on their new land
and thrive, as they supposedly had
“in Germany, England, and America,”
required state support in the form of
agricultural technicians and associations
that could organize the new land
productively.76 If such efforts to enrich
the peasantry were successful, Russia
would then establish a massive internal
market for industry and commerce, in
turn strengthening those areas of the
Russian economy. After all, to provide
one example of Anzimirov’s reasoning,
“If the Russian peasant woman, like the
German, began to wear two pairs of
long underwear a year, then for this one
new demand we would need to build 30
new cotton-weaving factories.”77
Anzimirov’s agrarian ideas did
not fit established political thought.
He promoted private property in the
form of settler homesteads, which set

him apart from the left wing of the
Russian political spectrum.78 His ideas
about the development of a peasant
market found their closest analogue
in the columns of A. I. Chuprov, a
populist professor who wrote on
economics for the liberal newspaper
Russkiia Vedemosti (Russian Bulletin).79
Anzimirov’s interest in personal
improvement through agricultural work
resembled earlier Russian populists’
notions of learning from the peasantry.
But, Anzimirov’s adoption of western
economic ideas set him apart from
the 1870s populist movement. By
advocating state involvement in nation
building, Anzimirov’s program in some
ways resembled older Russian liberal
traditions carried on by the Kadets.80
Indeed, in many ways, in both his
personal background and his writing,
Anzimirov resembled a classic zemstvo
liberal. Zemstvo liberalism had mostly
disappeared after the 1905 revolution
in a wave of conservative reaction,
and in any case, zemstvo liberals were
ineffectual at mobilizing support for
their ideas through means such as
newspapers or political action outside
the insular world of the provincial
gentry.81 Anzimirov clearly defied this rule.
Even if his political ideas corresponded
to zemstvo liberalism and the Kadets, the
centrality and specificity of his agrarian
ideas did not place him ideologically in
line within any of the existing political
parties.82
In his autobiography, Anzimirov
described himself as a “nonpartisan
progressive-populist” and in his
writing he explicitly rejected party
views on agrarian issues.83 In short, his
popular liberalism defied contemporary
classifications. However, even as he
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rapidly reached its own high circulation
numbers of 60,000 in 1909 and 150,000
by 1912 but frequently clashed with the
authorities over its radicalism.84 In the
Moscow edition, Anzimirov quickly
reprinted much of his own writing,
including his fairy tales, his serialized
novels, and “How to Get Rich?” Clearly,
he felt these pieces remained relevant
and worthy of spreading to the lowerclass readership of Moscow as well as
St. Petersburg. Indeed, through the
daily publication of both Kopeikas,
Anzimirov’s popular liberalism may
have reached a larger and broader
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its early days, ensuring an outlet for
his own writing. Third, he attempted
to communicate his ideas in ways
that would appeal to his lower-class
audience, by billing his own writing as
a simple take on complex issues and
advancing concepts through fables and
editorials as well as lengthy essays.
Anzimirov left St. Petersburg after
less than a year to found and edit a
Moscow edition of Kopeika, which

audience than the more classically
liberal ideas spread by newspapers
like Rech’ and Russkiia Vedemosti. In
the process, Anzimirov reminds us of
the blurred boundaries that prevent
neat categorizations of political beliefs
and points out that those individuals
who existed between defined political
programs could still exert powerful and
widespread influence in society.

Appendix A: Attributed authors of
signed Gazeta-Kopeika articles
n total, Gazeta-Kopeika published
131 signed articles in its first 26
issues, covering the first month of
publication from June 19, 1908 to July
18, 1908 (Kopeika did not publish on
Mondays at the time). Forty-one of
these articles were signed using the
author’s real name, typically in the form
of first initial and last name (e.g. “V.
Anzimirov”), or what could conceivably
have been an author’s real name.85 The
other 90 articles were published under
pseudonyms or merely initials. Signed
articles included not only journalism
and regular columns, but also fiction,
poetry, sport, and theatre sections, as
well as letters to the editor, jokes, and
historical articles.
During the month under review,
Vladimir Aleksandrovich Anzimirov
wrote 12 articles under his own name
(one editorial, one feuilleton, and 10
entries in his serialized editorial essay
“How to Get Rich?”), six articles under
the pseudonym Mirskoi (five editorials
and one regular article), and two fables
under the pseudonym Bat’ko. He may
have also written three articles (two
editorials and one regular article) under
the initial A, but this could not be
verified. In total (not counting articles
published by “A”), Anzimirov authored
15 per cent of the paper’s total signed
content and 29 per cent of the paper’s
content signed under a real name rather
than a pseudonym.
During this single month, Kopeika
published 54 total editorials—meaning
argumentative pieces published in
the traditional editorial space at the
beginning of the first page—before any
other columns. Twenty-four out of 54

I

were signed with a name or pseudonym.
The other 30 were unsigned. Sixteen of
the 24 signed editorials were attributed
to Anzimirov, under his own name
and the pseudonym Mirskoi, meaning
that he was directly responsible for 67
per cent of signed editorials and 30 per
cent of all editorials. It is likely he also
played a role in writing at least some of
the unsigned editorials, but this cannot
be verified.
Kopeika’s editor, Mikhail Borisovich
Gorodetskii, did not sign any articles
or editorials during this month, either
under his own name or a known
pseudonym. If he played any role in
writing for the paper, it was solely in
the form of unsigned pieces or editorial
influence over other writers’ articles.
The paper’s second most prolific
author was Nikolai Ivanovich Vasil’ev,
who published 14 articles in total.
Vasil’ev published four articles under
his own name (three editorials and one
regular article), nine articles under the
pseudonym Smaragd Gornostaev, or
“Emerald of the Ermines” (including
five entries in the regular columns
“Around Russia” and “The Maelstrom of
Life”) and one article under the initials
N. V. The third most prolific author
published 11 entries in Kopeika’s regular
sport column under the pseudonym
Kitych, real name unknown. The fourth
most prolific author published under
the pseudonym Svoi, a Russian word
roughly translating to “One’s Own,”
which was a common pseudonym at the
time and may have represented more
than one author, real name or names
unknown. The pseudonym Svoi was
attached to nine articles, including two
editorials and two entries in the regular
column “Around Russia.”
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refused to fit into any ordered political
category, Anzimirov’s writing reached
hundreds of thousands of lower-class
Russians, a wider readership than any
official party newspaper could claim. Of
course, it is impossible to guarantee that
Anzimirov’s readers adopted his ideas;
many surely ignored his lengthy essays
on economics. Yet Anzimirov’s personal
views were deeply embedded in Kopeika
in several ways. First, as its most prolific
writer in its first month of publication,
he set the editorial tone that others
followed. Second, he may have acted
as a financial backer for the paper in
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Looking Beyond the Archive:
An Interdisciplinary Approach to
Dealing with Difficult Archives
Kelsey Kilgore
University of Toronto
As historians, our work can be seriously
compromised when access to archives
is complicated by factors beyond our
control. Perhaps they are permanently
classified, or caught in the middle of
political conflicts that threaten not
only their contents but also the lives of
those pursuing them. Some collections
defy easy cataloguing, and others have
been collected without organization
in an attempt to simply preserve an
increasingly obscured history. And,
sometimes, archives just disappear.
In the course of my own research I
have fortunately not encountered the
more dangerous of these problems.
However, my work on the history of a
recently-closed United States military
base introduced me to the difficulties
of archiving places in transition, and
revealed the possibilities of working
across disciplines to research beyond
the archive. Based on my own recent
archival difficulties on a dissertation
research trip, I suggest that employing

the theoretical tools and research methods
of multiple disciplines—a methodological
synthesis—can help us find new ways of
working around formal archives.
In formulating my dissertation
research project, like any historian, I
relied heavily on institutional archives
and records. This process left me
frightfully underprepared when I
arrived at my research destination to
find that one of my key archives did not
exist. Although some of the material had
been digitized, the physical collection
was inexplicably gone. Having travelled
4,000 miles on grants, it was troubling
(to say the least) that no one knew
what had happened to the materials.
Moreover, only one of a dozen contacts
even responded to my requests for
information. Despite my advance
preparation, I was at a loss for how my
research could effectively proceed in
the absence of a formal archive. It was
by sheer chance that my one reliable
contact connected me to a community
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Many of these authors were not famous and their names and pseudonyms have not been
recorded, even in Masanov’s excellent Slovar’ psevdonimov russkikh pisatelei. Unfortunately,
many attributions thus come down to a judgment call. I have chosen to count articles
signed by “N. Levitskii,” “Arnold’ov,” “Zhosef Chuprina,” “A. Gorev,” “K. O. Min,” and “Ia.
Murzin” as articles signed with real names despite the fact that these, too, may have been
pseudonyms and the authors’ full identities could not be verified. If any of these indeed
were pseudonyms, it would only enhance Anzimirov’s proportion of the newspaper’s signed
articles.
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